Science gives beauty some of its mystery back - for now
by World Science Staff

What is physÂ-iÂ-cal beauÂ-ty, in a perÂ-son?In reÂ-cent years, much sciÂ-enÂ-tifÂ-ic opinÂ-ion has
gathÂ-ered in supÂ-port of a someÂ-what dreary anÂ-swer: beauÂ-ty is just the avÂ-erÂ-age. Thereâ€™s
something to that, studÂ-ies show. VolÂ-unÂ-teers genÂ-erÂ-ally rate â€œavÂ-erÂ-ageâ€• faces, creaÂ-ted
by comÂ-puÂ-ters as composites of many others, as betÂ-ter-lookÂ-ing than unÂ-uÂ-sual faces. BlendÂ-ing
even just a few facesâ€”even unÂ-atÂ-tracÂ-tive onesâ€”tends to proÂ-duce surÂ-prisÂ-ing
imÂ-proveÂ-ments. (Try it yourÂ-self here).
(a), composite of 60 faces; (b), of the 15 â€œmost attractive.â€• (Courtesy L. DeBruine et al.)
But if itâ€™s disÂ-heartÂ-enÂ-ing to ponÂ-der the idea that our fanÂ-tasies cenÂ-ter on a quaÂ-liÂ-ty so,
well, avÂ-erÂ-ageâ€”take heart. A new study may have reÂ-stored a touÂ-ch of the old mysÂ-tery that
beauÂ-ty once had. PsyÂ-cholÂ-oÂ-gists have found what would seem to be a slight but defÂ-iÂ-nite
difÂ-ferÂ-ence beÂ-tween avÂ-erÂ-age faces and the most loveÂ-ly, as ratÂ-ed by volÂ-unÂ-teers.â€œThere
are speÂ-cifÂ-ic non-avÂ-erÂ-age charÂ-acÂ-terÂ-isÂ-tics that are parÂ-ticÂ-uÂ-larly atÂ-tracÂ-tive,â€•
wrote the reÂ-searchÂ-ers, deÂ-tailÂ-ing their findÂ-ings the DeÂ-cemÂ-ber isÂ-sue of the JourÂ-nal of
ExÂ-peÂ-riÂ-menÂ-tal PsyÂ-cholÂ-oÂ-gy: HuÂ-man PerÂ-cepÂ-tion and PerÂ-forÂ-mance. â€œOur
reÂ-sults sugÂ-gest that while avÂ-erÂ-ageÂ-ness is one comÂ-poÂ-nent of atÂ-tracÂ-tiveness, there is at
least one othÂ-er... not exÂ-plainÂ-aÂ-ble by avÂ-erÂ-ageÂ-ness.â€•The study didÂ-nâ€™t delve inÂ-to
deeper quesÂ-tions beauÂ-ty raiÂ-ses: for inÂ-sÂ-tance, just what that non-avÂ-erÂ-age comÂ-poÂ-nent
could be; and what beauÂ-tyâ€™s evÂ-oÂ-luÂ-tionÂ-ary funcÂ-tion might be (many sciÂ-enÂ-tists agree it
probably helps sigÂ-nal good health, though exÂ-actly how is unÂ-cerÂ-tain.) But the new findÂ-ings did
highÂ-light the posÂ-siÂ-bilÂ-ity that even the limÂ-itÂ-ed sciÂ-enÂ-tifÂ-ic agreement surÂ-roundÂ-ing
such isÂ-sues may be premÂ-aÂ-ture. A preÂ-viÂ-ous stuÂ-dy, for inÂ-stance, sugÂ-gested beauÂ-ty is that
which the brain finds easy to proÂ-cess. But that conÂ-tenÂ-tion deÂ-pended largely on the asÂ-sumpÂ-tion
that beauÂ-ty is an avÂ-erÂ-age; the brain preÂ-sumably finds that easy to grasp, beÂ-cause avÂ-erÂ-age is
typÂ-iÂ-cal.In chalÂ-lengÂ-ing the beauÂ-ty-as-avÂ-erÂ-ageÂ-ness hyÂ-pothÂ-eÂ-sis, the new study
wasÂ-nâ€™t breakÂ-ing enÂ-tirely new ground. At least one past study has alÂ-so chalÂ-lenged it. But
critÂ-ics had quesÂ-tioned the conÂ-cluÂ-sions of that work. The new study claimed to shore up some of the
weakÂ-nesses that spurred those doubts.In that 1994 stuÂ-dy, reÂ-searchÂ-ers from the UnÂ-iversÂ-ity of St.
AnÂ-drews, U.K., avÂ-erÂ-aged 60 imÂ-ages of faces with a comÂ-putÂ-er. They then sepÂ-aÂ-rately
avÂ-erÂ-aged the 15 faces that volÂ-unÂ-teers had judged as best-lookÂ-ing of the bunch. It turned out
peoÂ-ple ratÂ-ed this smaller avÂ-erÂ-age as handÂ-somÂ-er than the full-group avÂ-erÂ-age, raisÂ-ing
doubts about beauÂ-ty as a simÂ-ple avÂ-erÂ-age.But othÂ-er sciÂ-enÂ-tists raised quesÂ-tions.
CouldÂ-nâ€™t it beâ€”they askedâ€”that the top 15 faces were inÂ-deed so avÂ-erÂ-age, that their
comÂ-binaÂ-tÂ-ion reÂ-flected the avÂ-erÂ-age of the huÂ-man race even betÂ-ter than the whole 60? The
newÂ-est study atÂ-tempted to setÂ-tle the quesÂ-tion by reÂ-peatÂ-ing the exÂ-peÂ-riÂ-ment, but adding
sevÂ-erÂ-al othÂ-ers to serve as strict tests of the inÂ-iÂ-tial reÂ-sult.The reÂ-searchÂ-ers, LiÂ-sa M.
DeÂ-BruÂ-ine at the UnÂ-iversÂ-ity of AbÂ-erÂ-deen, ScotÂ-land and colÂ-leagues, again made an
avÂ-erÂ-age of 60 facesâ€”all white feÂ-malesâ€”and a sepÂ-aÂ-rate avÂ-erÂ-age of the 15
â€œpretÂ-tiÂ-est.â€• ViewÂ-ers again ratÂ-ed this as more alÂ-lurÂ-ing than the full-group
comÂ-posÂ-ite.FurÂ-ther tests, the reÂ-searchÂ-ers said, soÂ-liÂ-diÂ-fied the conÂ-cluÂ-sion that
avÂ-erÂ-age and gorÂ-geous werenâ€™t quite the same. For exÂ-amÂ-ple, viewÂ-ers themÂ-selves
inÂ-deÂ-pendÂ-entÂ-ly recÂ-ogÂ-nized the largÂ-er avÂ-erÂ-age as beÂ-ing â€œmore avÂ-erÂ-ageâ€•
than that of the smaller group, apÂ-parÂ-ently conÂ-traÂ-dictÂ-ing the idea that the smaller comÂ-posÂ-ite
might have been the truÂ-er ulÂ-tiÂ-mate avÂ-erÂ-age.In anothÂ-er test, DeÂ-BruÂ-ine and colÂ-leagues
subÂ-jected their hapÂ-less volÂ-unÂ-teers to a barÂ-rage of atÂ-tracÂ-tive-face imÂ-ages. PreÂ-viÂ-ous
studÂ-ies had found that lookÂ-ing at many imÂ-ages of one type, temÂ-poÂ-rarily skews what viewÂ-ers
conÂ-sidÂ-ers â€œavÂ-erÂ-ageâ€• toÂ-ward that type. Thus, the reÂ-searchÂ-ers reaÂ-soned, if the
beauÂ-ty-is-just-avÂ-erÂ-age hyÂ-pothÂ-eÂ-sis is corÂ-rect, then the volÂ-ley of winÂ-some imÂ-ages
should have perÂ-suaded volÂ-unÂ-teers to see adÂ-diÂ-tionÂ-al beauÂ-tiÂ-ful faces as even more

atÂ-tracÂ-tiveâ€”beÂ-cause they look more avÂ-erÂ-age. InÂ-stead, they wrote, the opÂ-poÂ-site
hapÂ-pened: the viewÂ-ers saw new imÂ-ages of siÂ-mÂ-iÂ-lar faces as slightly uglier than beÂ-fore.Yet
anothÂ-er test served as someÂ-thing of a probe of just how far from avÂ-erÂ-age â€œiÂ-deal beauÂ-tyâ€•
might be, to viewÂ-ers. The apÂ-parÂ-ent ansÂ-wer: even furthÂ-er than the earÂ-lier exÂ-perÂ-iÂ-ment
sugÂ-gested.The sciÂ-enÂ-tists used a comÂ-putÂ-er to idenÂ-tiÂ-fy the difÂ-ferÂ-ences beÂ-tween the
orÂ-diÂ-nary avÂ-erÂ-age and the â€œatÂ-tracÂ-tiveâ€• avÂ-erÂ-age, then exÂ-agÂ-gerÂ-ate those
difÂ-ferÂ-ences. That is, the maÂ-chiÂ-ne took the â€œatÂ-tracÂ-tiveâ€• comÂ-poÂ-site, and disÂ-tortÂ-ed
it by amÂ-pliÂ-fyÂ-ing what it had calÂ-cuÂ-latÂ-ed as the beauÂ-tiÂ-ful charÂ-acÂ-terÂ-isÂ-tics. By
deÂ-grees, the chiÂ-n got smaller; the nose narÂ-rower and more button-like. EventÂ-ualÂ-ly, the face
started lookÂ-ing just biÂ-zarre. But beÂ-fore that, someÂ-thing inÂ-terÂ-estÂ-ing hapÂ-pened. The study
volunteers kept likÂ-ing the imÂ-ages more and more unÂ-til they were disÂ-tortÂ-ed by someÂ-where
beÂ-tween one-and-a-half times, and twice, the iniÂ-tial â€œavÂ-erÂ-age-beauÂ-tiÂ-fulâ€• diffÂ-erÂ-ence.
Only after that did peoÂ-ple start to call the picÂ-tures uglier inÂ-stead of pretÂ-tiÂ-er. In othÂ-er words, the
reÂ-searchÂ-ers wrote, â€œat some point, carÂ-iÂ-caÂ-turÂ-ing an atÂ-tracÂ-tive shape will reÂ-sult in a
face that is so abÂ-norÂ-mal that conÂ-curÂ-rent prefÂ-erÂ-ences for avÂ-erÂ-ageÂ-ness will outÂ-weigh
prefÂ-erÂ-ences for the atÂ-tracÂ-tive shape diÂ-menÂ-sion.â€• To put it more simpÂ-ly, Plain Jane is not
withÂ-out her charm.
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